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COACHING PROGRAM

The Details! 



Why should I join the coaching program?

The truth is, if your dog’s behaviour and training issues were easily solved you wouldn't

be reading this. You would have picked up a few tips online or from a group class and

you’d be sorted by now.

As part of your coaching program we will dig into the real reasons your dog is facing

the struggles they are. We’ll look at physical and mental health, breed specific outlets

and meeting their needs. Getting to the root of what’s actually causing your dog’s

issues. Then once we have that sorted we can layer in the training and obedience

elements you’ll need to navigate life together successfully. 

COMMON PROBLEMS

IDEAL FOR HIGH ENERGY

AND WORKING BREEDS

Problem behaviours in high energy and
working breed dogs often stem from a
lack of suitable outlets, clarity and mental
stimulation in their lives. Puzzle games
and walks round the block won’t fix that.
Neither will simply ‘telling’ them what do. 

However, it doesn’t have to be as
complicated as you think it might be.
Given that your dog should be sleeping
for up to 18 hours a day that doesn’t
actually leave you with much of it to fill,
you just have to do the right things! 

Pulling on lead
Lack of recall
High prey drive
Unsettled at home
Reactivity to dogs and people
Bad experiences leading to fear
and frustration

We will address any and all of these
as part of the coaching program. 



MEET CAT

Hi! I’m the trainer behind Valley Dogs, I’ve

been through quite the journey with my own

spicy dog and I’m here to help you with

yours!

I’m a positive reinforcement trainer, holding

multiple certifications and boasting many

happy customers after making dog training

my full time gig in 2020. 

WHO I WORK WITH

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

I work with owners who are committed to

solving their dogs behaviour problems, in order

to improve both theirs and the dogs life. It’s not

all about them or the dog, it’s a team effort

usually with compromises on both sides. 

Genuine personal attention, there is a maximum

of 20 teams in coaching at any time. You won’t

be judged for things you have or haven’t done

now or in the future. Support from someone

who gets it and a community working towards

similar goals.

www.valleydogs.uk
07970767421

See my multiple 5* 
reviews on Google

https://maps.app.goo.gl/gzZ1CH4QY9qjFMvU9
https://maps.app.goo.gl/gzZ1CH4QY9qjFMvU9
https://maps.app.goo.gl/gzZ1CH4QY9qjFMvU9


INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM

Two hour kickstart session to get a full

history and make a plan for you and your

dog

2 one to one sessions per month booked via

online diary at your chosen time 

Direct messaging support throughout 

Library of online tutorials

One online group session per month and

community support group

Choice of Barn Hunt or Scent Work

introduction (worth £45)

Access to scent club (waitlist may apply) 

Unbelievable value at
£165 per month

cancel anytime 

On average people spend 4 months in the coaching program to overcome their
issues so ..

Pay £595 upfront for 4 months access and save £65

Book a Free Introduction Call

https://valleydogs.as.me/schedule/58ad0ac7/appointment/42406905/calendar/7460160?appointmentTypeIds%5B%5D=42406905

